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Tech Tip 140048 
VIGIL Server-VCM 8 Cross-Version Feature Compatibility  
 
Tech Tip #: 140048-2 

Date: August 28, 2015 

Product Affected: VIGIL VCM 8, VIGIL Server(various versions) 

Purpose: The purpose of this document is to present the reader with a chart regarding VIGIL VCM 8 
features and their compatibility with various versions of VIGIL Server.   

 

1 VCM 8 – VIGIL Server Cross-Version Compatibility Matrix 
 
VCM 8 Feature Server 6 Server 7 Server 7.1 Server 7.5 Server 8 
Health monitor (Quick visual overview of VIGIL Servers managed by 
VCM) 

    

Poll server (Allows VIGIL Server status to be updated or refreshed)     

Push user/groups (Create or modify users and groups in VCM, then push 
to VIGIL Servers)  

    

VPOS (Create settings and exceptions and push to VIGIL Servers) × ×   

Push updates to VIGIL Server     

Display VIGIL Server info     

Server details (VIGIL Server details, hard drive # of cameras etc.)     

Job details of jobs sent to the VIGIL Server     

Take snapshot (VIGIL Server settings)     

Apply snapshot (VIGIL Server settings)     

Audit log (Displays VIGIL Server audit log) × ×   

Server log (Activity log from selected VIGIL Server)     

Email Alerts to VCM administrator     

VIGIL Server Alerts (Alerts viewable in VCM health monitor for each 
monitored VIGIL Server) 

    

Time sync between VCM and VIGIL Server's ×    

Edit server (Change information displayed in VCM for a given VIGIL 
Server) 

    

Extract still images from VIGIL Server     

Browse still images from VIGIL Server     

Recorder memory on VIGIL Server ×    

Remote reboot VIGIL Server     

Register (Remote VIGIL Server registration)     

Scheduled still-shot and email still-shot functionality     

 
2 Contact Information 
If you require more information, or if you have any questions or concerns, please contact 3xLOGIC Support: 
Email: helpdesk@3xlogic.com 
Online: www.3xlogic.com 
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